The present invention, which is related to the field of communications, discloses a backup method and backup device for a TCP connection to guarantee service consistency between an active board and a standby board more precisely. The backup method for the TCP connection provided by embodiments of the present invention includes: processing a first input packet, and generating, according to a processing result of the first input packet, a new transmission control protocol status and a new socket status; backing up the generated transmission control protocol status and the generated socket status to a transmission control module of the standby board; sending a second input packet to an application module; receiving a first output packet; processing the first output packet, and generating, according to a processing result of first output packet, a new transmission control protocol status and a new socket status; and backing up, to the transmission control module of the standby board, the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first output packet. The present invention further discloses a backup device for a TCP connection. The embodiments of the present invention are applied in a backup service of the TCP connection.
Description


FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to the field of communications, and in particular, to a backup method and backup device for a TCP connection.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In an Internet protocol suite (Internet protocol suite), a transmission layer is located above an IP layer and below an application layer, and the existing transmission layer generally adopts the transmission control protocol (TCP, Transmission Control Protocol). The application layer sends a data stream used for inter-network communications, and in particular, to a backup method and backup device for a TCP connection.

[0004] In the foregoing data transmission process, the application layer needs to perform, through the transmission layer, data communication, and the TCP may provide a concurrent service for multiple application program processes in the application layer at the same time. Multiple application program processes may need to transmit data through the same TCP protocol port. To distinguish different application program processes, a current computer operating system provides a network socket (Socket) connection for interaction between the application program processes and the TCP/IP protocol, so as to differentiate network communication and connection of different application program processes.

[0005] A real-time hot backup processing technical solution that supports an active and standby TCP connection, which is provided by the prior art, synchronizes data between active and standby devices by adopting a TCP packet backup manner, and may keep an original TCP connection after switchover between the active and the standby devices. The process of the prior art is described as follows:

Packet data on an active board first enters an input packet backup buffer area of the active board before being sent up to a transmission control module (TCP module). After the packet that enters the input packet backup buffer area of the active board is tested to be legal, the packet in the input packet backup buffer area of the active board is sent to an input packet backup buffer area on a standby board. The input packet backup buffer areas of the active board and the standby board both send their respective cached packets up to their respective the TCP modules and application modules for processing.

[0006] The application module of the active board delivers a processed packet to an output packet backup buffer area of the active board. After the packet in the output packet backup buffer area of the active board is tested to be legal, the packet in the output packet backup buffer area of the active board is sent to an output packet backup buffer area on the standby board. The output packet backup buffers of the active board and the standby board both deliver their respective cached packets to their respective TCP modules for processing.

[0007] The packets are cached by utilizing the input packet backup buffer areas and the output packet backup buffer areas of the active board and the standby board in the process of sending up and delivering, so that statuses of the active board and the standby board are updated synchronously. In particular, when the active board has a fault, the standby board enters a main control status, and at present the standby board utilizes backup data thereof to keep the TCP connection, so as to implement non-stop routing (NSR, Non-Stop- Routing), that is, when a routing device in a local end has a fault and performs an operation of switchover between the active and the standby devices, a network neighbor device connected to the routing device does not sense that the switchover is performed between the active board and the standby board.

[0008] In the process of implementing the foregoing real-time hot backup processing technical solution that supports the active and standby TCP connection, the inventors find that the technology thereof has at least the following problems:

In the foregoing technical solution, after receiving the packet data, the active board and the standby board process the packet data on the TCP modules and the application modules respectively, because it may occur that the time is not synchronized when the active board and the standby board process data respectively, the foregoing solution cannot really implement service consistency between the active board and the standby board.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] Embodiments of the present invention provide a high-reliability and real-time redundant backup method and a system thereof that support a TCP connection by adopting a status synchronization form, so as to more precisely guarantee consistency of active and standby services.
In order to achieve the foregoing object, the embodiments of the present invention adopt the following technical solutions:

A backup method for a TCP connection includes:

- processing a first input packet, and generating, according to a processing result of the first input packet, a new transmission control protocol status and a new socket status;
- backing up, to a transmission control protocol module of a standby board, the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet;
- sending, to an application module, a second input packet generated by means of processing the first input packet;
- receiving a first output packet obtained by means of processing the second input packet by the application module;
- processing the first output packet, and generating, according to a processing result of the first output packet, a new transmission control protocol status and a new socket status; and
- backing up, to the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first output packet.

A backup device for a TCP connection includes an active board and a standby board. The active board includes:

- a first processing unit, configured to process a first input packet and generate, according to a processing result of the first input packet, a new transmission control protocol status and a new socket status;
- a first backup unit, configured to back up, to a transmission control protocol module of the standby board, the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet;
- a first sending unit, configured to send, to an application module, a second input packet generated by means of processing the first input packet;
- a first receiving unit, configured to receive a first output packet obtained by means of processing the second input packet by the application module;
- a second processing unit, configured to process the first output packet and generate, according to a processing result of the first output packet, a new transmission control protocol status and a new socket status; and
- a second backup unit, configured to back up, to the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first output packet.

The present invention uses a real-time hot backup solution that is based on the transmission control protocol status (TCP status) and the socket status (socket status), backs up the TCP status and the socket status, and makes the transmission control protocol module (TCP module) of the standby board only receive synchronization of the socket status and the TCP status without receiving and processing packet data implemented by the TCP module of the active board, so as to avoid that the time is not synchronized, which occurred when the active board and the standby board process packet data respectively, thereby realizing synchronization of active and standby services in a better way.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

The following clearly and completely describes the technical solutions according to the embodiments of the present invention with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the described embodiments are merely a part rather than all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embodiments obtained by persons skilled in the art based on the embodiments of the present invention without creative efforts shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention.
Embodiment 1

[0015] This embodiment discloses a backup method for a TCP connection. As shown in FIG. 1, the method includes the following steps:

101: Upload a first input packet to a TCP module of an active board; and the TCP module of the active board processes the first input packet, and generates, according to a processing result of the first input packet, a new TCP status and a new socket status.

102: Back up, to a TCP module of a standby board, the TCP status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet.

103: Send, to an application module of the active board, a second input packet that has been processed by the TCP module of the active board.

104: The application module of the active board processes the second input packet and generates a first output packet, and the TCP module of the active board receives the first output packet.

105: The TCP module of the active board processes the first output packet and generates, according to a processing result of the first output packet, a new TCP status and a new socket status.

106: Back up, to the TCP module of the standby board, the TCP status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first output packet.

[0016] The present invention further provides a backup device for a TCP connection. The backup device includes an active board 27 and a standby board 28, where the active board 27 includes a first processing unit 21, a first backup unit 22, a first sending unit 23, a first receiving unit 24, a second processing unit 25, and a second backup unit 26.

[0017] When an uploaded first input packet enters a TCP module of the active board 27, the first processing unit 21 processes the first input packet, and generates, according to a processing result of the first input packet, a new TCP status and a new socket status; the first backup unit 22 backs up to a TCP module of the standby board 28, the TCP status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet; the first sending unit 23 sends, to an application module of the active board 27, a second input packet obtained by means of processing by the first processing unit 21; in addition, the first receiving unit 24 receives a first output packet obtained by means of processing the second input packet by the application module of the active board 27; the second processing unit 25 processes the first output packet, and generates, according to a processing result of the first output packet, a new TCP status and a new socket status; and then the second backup unit 26 backs up, to the TCP module of the standby board 28, the TCP status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first output packet.

[0018] In the backup method and the backup device for the TCP connection disclosed in this embodiment, the TCP module of the active board and the TCP module of the standby board support parallel processing of a packet stream. When processing an input packet, the TCP module can also process an output packet obtained by means of processing another input packet by an application module at the same time.

[0019] The foregoing backup method and backup device for the TCP connection provided by this embodiment make the TCP module of the standby board only synchronize a socket status and a TCP status of a packet without receiving and processing packet data implemented by the TCP module of the active board, so as to avoid that the time is not synchronized, which occurred when the active board and the standby board process packet data respectively, realize synchronous backup of the TCP status and the socket status, and realize synchronous consistency of active and standby services in a better way.

Embodiment 2

[0020] This embodiment discloses a backup method for a TCP connection. As shown in FIG. 3, the method includes the following steps:

301: A receiving container receives a first input packet sent from a network and stores the first input packet into the receiving container.

302: A TCP module of an active board acquires the first input packet from the receiving container and processes the first input packet, and generates, according to a processing result of a first packet, a new socket status and a new TCP status.

303: Send, to a TCP module of a standby board, a difference between the new TCP status generated by processing the first input packet and a previous TCP status, and a difference between the new socket status generated by processing the first input packet and a previous socket status; and then the active board waits for the standby board to return a confirmation message.

304: After receiving the differences, the TCP module of the standby board updates a socket status and a TCP status on the standby board to the statuses that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet on the active board, and returns the confirmation message to the TCP module of the active board.

[0021] The foregoing 303 to 304 only transmit the difference between the new socket status and the previous socket status, and the difference between the new TCP status and the previous TCP status and accomplish the process of backing up the socket status and the TCP
status to the TCP module of the standby board, which may decrease the volume of transmitted data and improve backup efficiency between the active board and the standby board.

[0022] When a new socket status is generated on the active board, some new uplink data is also engendered, and when the socket status is backed up to the TCP module of the standby board, the new uplink data is cached in the socket status; therefore, in this embodiment, a sending container of the standby board needs to be opened, so that the standby board may send the uplink data cached in the socket status to an application module of the standby board. After the process of sending the uplink data cached in the socket status is performed, it may be guaranteed that data in the application module of the standby board can also be synchronized with an application module of the active board.

[0023] 305: After receiving the confirmation message in the step 304, the TCP module of the active board caches a second input packet generated by means of processing by the TCP module of the active board in the sending container, and the sending container sends the second input packet to the application module of the active board.

[0024] 306: The application module of the active board receives and processes the second input packet sent by the TCP module of the active board, and delivers a processed first output packet to a receiving container of the active board to cache the processed first output packet.

[0025] 307: The TCP module of the active board acquires the first output packet from the receiving container and processes the first output packet, and generates, according to a processing result of the first output packet, a new socket status and a new TCP status.

[0026] 308: Send a difference between the new TCP status generated by processing the first output packet and a previous TCP status, and a difference between the new socket status generated by processing the first output packet and a previous socket status to the TCP module of the standby board; and then the active board waits for the standby board to return a confirmation message.

[0027] 309: After receiving the differences, the TCP module of the standby board updates a socket status and a TCP status on the standby board to the new statuses that are generated according to the processing result of the first output packet on the active board, and returns the confirmation message to the TCP module of the active board.

[0028] The foregoing process of 308 to 309 only transmits the difference between the new socket status and the previous socket status, and the difference between the new TCP status and the previous TCP status, and implements backing up of the new socket status and TCP status to the TCP module of the standby board, which may decrease the volume of transmitted data and improve backup efficiency between the active board and the standby board.

[0029] 310: After receiving the confirmation message in the step 319, the TCP module of the active board sends a second output packet generated by means of processing the first output packet.

[0030] In this process, the manner of sending the second output packet may adopt but is not limited to the following solution: caching, in a sending container, the second output packet generated by means of processing by the TCP module of the active board and delivering the second output packet by the sending container.

[0031] In the backup method for the TCP connection disclosed in this embodiment, the TCP module of the active board and the TCP module of the standby board support parallel processing of a packet stream. When processing an input packet, the TCP module can also process an output packet obtained by means of processing another input packet by an application module at the same time.

[0032] In the backup method for the TCP connection disclosed in this embodiment, the sending container caches the second input packet generated by means of processing by the TCP module of the active board and sends the second input packet to the application module of the active board; and the sending container further caches the second output packet that has been processed by the TCP module of the active board and delivers the second output packet. The receiving container caches the first output packet generated by means of processing the second input packet by the application module of the active board, and sends the first output packet to the TCP module of the active board; and the receiving container further caches the first input packet sent up from the network and sends the first input packet to the TCP module of the active board.

[0033] The backup method for the TCP connection provided by the embodiment uses a real-time hot backup solution, as shown in FIG. 4, which is based on the TCP status and the socket status and makes the TCP module of the standby board only receive synchronous backups of the socket status and the TCP status without receiving and processing packet data implemented by the TCP module of the active board, so as to avoid that the time is not synchronized, which occurred when the active board and the standby board process packet data respectively, and realize consistency of active and standby services in a better way. The standby board does not perform processing to each packet individually, and when the standby board is in a standby status, the interior of the standby board only performs synchronous backup without other works, which obviously decreases workload of the standby board and improves system performance.

[0034] For the backup method for the TCP connection provided in FIG. 3, if the standby board is not included in the system with the active board at the same time, and the standby board is inserted after the active board has run for a while, before the backup method shown in FIG. 3 is performed, delimitation synchronization needs to be performed to an initial status of the standby board according to a current status of the active board. As shown
in FIG. 5, the step includes:

501: Send a packet in the sending container to the application module of the active board and break a connection between the sending container and the TCP module of the active board, and notify the application module of the active board of a delimitation beginning message in a receiving direction.

502: After receiving the delimitation beginning message in the receiving direction, the application module of the active board processes the packet sent by the sending container.

503: After accomplishing processing the packet, the application module of the active board notifies the TCP module of the active board of a socket status delimitation beginning message in a sending direction, and backs up a status of the application module of the active board to the application module of the standby board.

504: After receiving the socket status delimitation beginning message in the sending direction, the TCP module of the active board breaks a connection between the receiving container and the TCP module of the active board.

505: The active board backs up the socket status and the TCP status to the standby board.

506: After accomplishing backing up the socket status and the TCP status, the TCP module of the standby board returns a confirmation message to the TCP module of the active board, and then the active board restores the connection between the sending container and the TCP module and restores the connection between the receiving container and the TCP module, and the active board and the standby board begin to perform real-time backups of active and standby services.

[0035] In correspondence to the steps of performing the delimitation synchronization to the initial status of the standby board, this embodiment further provides a setting, as shown in FIG. 6, so as to implement the foregoing steps.

[0036] When the standby board is inserted in the system, the method shown in FIG. 5 guarantees, by controlling connection statuses of the sending container and the receiving container, that the socket status and the TCP status of the active board are stable, so that the standby board can perform backup and thus delimitation processing is much simple when the standby board loads a system.

Embodiment 3

[0037] This embodiment discloses a backup device for a TCP connection. As shown in FIG. 7, the device includes an active board 701 and a standby board 702, where the active board 701 includes a first processing unit 71, a first backup unit 72, a first sending unit 73, a first receiving unit 74, a second processing unit 75, and a second backup unit 76.

[0038] When a first input packet cached in a receiving container is scheduled by a TCP module of the active board 701, the first input packet enters the first processing unit 71; the first processing unit 71 processes the first input packet and generates, according to a processing result of the first input packet, a new TCP status and a new socket status; the first backup unit 72 backs up, to a TCP module of the standby board 702, the TCP status and the socket status that are generated by means of processing by the first processing unit 71 according to the processing result of the first input packet; the first sending unit 73 sends, to an application module of the active board 701, a second input packet generated by means of processing of the first processing unit 71; in addition, the application module of the active board 701 caches, in the receiving container, a first output packet obtained by means of processing the second input packet; when being scheduled by the TCP module of the active board 701, the first output packet cached in the receiving container enters the first receiving unit 74; the first receiving unit 74 receives the first output packet obtained by means of processing the second input packet by the application module of the active board 701; the second processing unit 75 processes the first output packet and generates, according to a processing result of the first output packet, a new TCP status and a new socket status; and then the second backup unit 76 backs up, to a TCP module of the standby board 702, the TCP status and socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first output packet.

[0039] As the improvement of the embodiment of the present invention, on the one hand, in the embodiment of the present invention, the first backup unit 72 includes a first sending module 721 in a specific implementation, where the first sending module 721 is configured to send a difference between the TCP status generated according to the processing result of the first input packet and a previous TCP status, and a difference between the packet status generated according to the processing result of the first input packet and a previous TCP status, to the TCP module of the standby board 702, and when performing backup, the TCP module of the standby board 702 refreshes, according to the differences, the statuses of the TCP module of the standby board 702 to the TCP status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet. At the same time, when a new socket status is generated on the active board, some new uplink data is also engendered, and when the socket status is backed up to the TCP module of the standby board, the new uplink data is cached in the socket status; therefore, this embodiment further needs to send, to the application module of the standby board 702, the uplink data cached in the socket status of the TCP module of the standby board 702. After the process of sending the uplink data cached in the socket status is performed, it may be guaranteed that data in
the application module of the standby board 702 can also be synchronized with the application module of the active board 701. On the other hand, in the embodiment of the present invention, the second backup unit 76 includes a second sending module 761 in a specific implementation, where the second sending module 761 is configured to send a difference between the TCP status generated according to a processing result of the first output packet and a previous TCP status, and a difference between the socket status generated according to the processing result of the first output packet and a previous socket status to the TCP module of the standby board 702, and when performing backup, the TCP module of the standby board 702 refreshes, according to the differences, the statuses of the TCP module of the standby board 702 to the TCP status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first output packet.

[0040] As shown in FIG. 7, in the embodiment of the present invention, the active board 701 in the backup device for the TCP connection further includes a second receiving unit 78. The second receiving unit 78 is configured to: after the first backup unit 72 backs up, to the TCP module of the standby board 702, the TCP status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet, receive a confirmation message returned by the TCP module of the standby board 702 and transfer the confirmation message returned by the TCP module of the standby board 702 to the first sending unit 73; and after receiving the confirmation message transferred by the second receiving unit 78, the first sending unit 73 caches, to a sending container, the second input packet generated by means of processing by the first processing unit 71 and the sending container sends, to the application module of the active board 701, the second input packet that has been processed by the first processing unit 71.

[0041] In the backup device for the TCP connection disclosed in this embodiment, the TCP module of the active board and the TCP module of the standby board support parallel processing of a packet stream. When processing an input packet, the TCP module can also process an output packet obtained after an application module processes another input packet at the same time.

[0042] In the backup method for the TCP connection disclosed in this embodiment, the sending container caches the second input packet generated by means of processing by the TCP module of the active board and sends the second input packet to the application module of the active board; and the sending container further caches the second output packet generated by means of processing by the TCP module of the active board and delivers the second output packet. The receiving container caches the first output packet generated by means of processing the second input packet by the application module of the active board, and sends the first output packet to the TCP module of the active board; and the receiving container further caches the first input packet sent up from the network and sends the first input packet to the TCP module of the active board.

[0043] The backup device for the TCP connection provided by the embodiment makes, through real-time backup processing that is based on the TCP status and the socket status, the TCP module of the standby board only receives synchronous backups of the socket status and the TCP status without receiving and processing packet data implemented by the TCP module of the active board, so as to avoid that the time is not synchronized, which occurred when the active board and the standby board processes packet data respectively, and realize consistency of active and standby services in a better way. The standby board does not perform processing to each packet individually, which obviously decreases workload of the standby board when backup work is performed and improves the system performance.

[0044] For the backup device for the TCP connection provided by the embodiment, if the standby board does not load a system with the active board at the same time, and the standby board is inserted after the active board has run for a while, before beginning to perform active and standby services, delimitation synchronization needs to be performed, according to a current status of the active board, to an initial status of the standby board as shown in FIG. 6.

[0045] A packet in the sending container is sent to the application module of the active board and a connection between the sending container and the TCP module of the active board is broken; and the application module of the active board is notified of a delimitation beginning message in a receiving direction.

[0046] After receiving the delimitation beginning message in the receiving direction, the application module of the active board processes the packet sent by the sending container.

[0047] After accomplishing processing the packet, the application module of the active board notifies the TCP module of the active board of a socket status delimitation beginning message in a sending direction, and backs up a status of the application module of the active board to the application module of the standby board.

[0048] After receiving the socket status delimitation beginning message in the sending direction, the TCP module breaks a connection between the receiving container and the TCP module of the active board.

[0049] The active board backs up the socket status and the TCP status to the standby board.

[0050] After accomplishing backing up the socket status and the TCP status, the TCP module of the standby board returns a confirmation message to the TCP module of the active board, and then the active board restores the connection between the sending container and the TCP module and restores the connection between the receiving container and the TCP module, and the active board and the standby board begin to perform real-time backups of active and standby services.

[0051] When the standby board is inserted in the system, by controlling connection statuses of the sending
container and the receiving container, it is guaranteed that the socket status and the TCP status of the active board are stable, so that the standby board can perform backup and thus the delimitation processing is much simple when the standby board loads a system.

[0052] The embodiment of the present invention is applied in a backup service of the TCP connection and supports real-time backup processing of active and standby devices.

[0053] The foregoing descriptions are merely exemplary embodiments of the present invention, but not intended to limit the protection scope of the present invention. Any variation or replacement made by persons skilled in the art without departing from the spirit of the present invention shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention. Therefore, the scope of the present invention shall be subject to the appended claims.

Claims

1. A backup method for a TCP connection, comprising:

   - processing a first input packet, and generating, according to a processing result of the first input packet, a new transmission control protocol status and a new socket status;
   - backing up, to a transmission control protocol module of a standby board, the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet;
   - sending, to an application module, a second input packet generated by means of processing the first input packet;
   - receiving a first output packet obtained by means of processing the second input packet by the application module;
   - processing the first output packet, and generating, according to a processing result of the first output packet, a new transmission control protocol status and a new socket status; and
   - backing up, to the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first output packet.

2. The backup method for a TCP connection according to claim 1, wherein the backing up, to the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet comprises:

   - sending, to the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, a difference between the transmission control protocol status generated according to the processing result of the first input packet and a previous transmission control protocol status, and a difference between the socket status generated according to the processing result of the first input packet and a previous socket status; and
   - refreshing, by the transmission control protocol module of the standby board and according to the differences, to the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet.

3. The backup method for a TCP connection according to claim 1, wherein the backing up, to the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first output packet comprises:

   - sending, to the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, a difference between the transmission control protocol status generated according to the processing result of the first output packet and a previous transmission control protocol status, and a difference between the socket status generated according to the processing result of the first output packet and a previous socket status; and
   - refreshing, by the transmission control protocol module of the standby board and according to the differences, to the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first output packet.

4. The backup method for a TCP connection according to claim 1, 2, or 3, after the backing up, to the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet, the method further comprising:

   - receiving a confirmation message returned by the transmission control protocol module of the standby board; wherein
   - the sending, to the application module, the second input packet generated by means of processing the first packet is: after receiving the confirmation message, sending the second input packet generated by means of processing the first packet to the application module.

5. The backup method for a TCP connection according to claim 4, further comprising:
after the transmission control protocol module of the standby board returns the confirmation message, sending, by the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, cached uplink data in the socket status that has been refreshed, to an application module of the standby board.

6. The backup method for a TCP connection according to claim 1, 2, or 3, wherein a sending container of an active board caches the second input packet obtained by means of processing the first input packet by the transmission control protocol module and a second output packet obtained by means of processing the first output packet by the transmission control protocol module; and before the backup method is performed, the method further comprises:

- sending, the second input packet obtained by means of processing the first input packet in the sending container to an application module of the active board, breaking a connection between the sending container and the transmission control protocol module, and notifying the application module of the active board of a socket status delimitation beginning message in a receiving direction;
- processing, by the application module of the active board, the second input packet;
- after accomplishing processing the second input packet, notifying, by the application module of the active board, a transmission control protocol module of the active board of a socket status delimitation beginning message in a sending direction, and backing up a status of the application module of the active board to the application module of the standby board;
- after receiving the socket status delimitation beginning message in the sending direction, breaking, by the transmission control protocol module of the active board, a connection between a receiving container and the transmission control protocol module, wherein the receiving container caches the first input packet and the first output packet that is obtained by means of processing of the application module; backing up, by the active board, the socket status and the transmission control protocol status to the standby board; and restoring the connection between the receiving container and the transmission control protocol module, and restoring the connection between the receiving container and the transmission control protocol module.

7. A backup device for a TCP connection, comprising an active board and a standby board, wherein the active board comprises:

- a first processing unit, configured to process a first input packet and generate, according to a processing result of the first input packet, a new transmission control protocol status and a new socket status;
- a first backup unit, configured to back up, to a transmission control protocol module of the standby board, the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet;
- a first sending unit, configured to send, to an application module, a second input packet generated by means of processing the first input packet;
- a first receiving unit, configured to receive a first output packet obtained by means of processing the second input packet by the application module;
- a second processing unit, configured to process the first output packet and generate, according to a processing result of the first output packet, a new transmission control protocol status and a new socket status; and
- a second backup unit, configured to back up, to the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first output packet.

8. The backup device for a TCP connection according to claim 7, wherein the first backup unit comprises:

- a first sending module, configured to send, to the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, a difference between the transmission control protocol status generated according to the processing result of the first input packet and a previous transmission control protocol status, and a difference between the socket status generated according to the processing result of the first input packet.

9. The backup device for a TCP connection according to claim 7, wherein the second backup unit comprises:

- a second sending module, configured to send, to the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, a difference between the transmission control protocol status generated according to the processing result of the first input packet and a previous socket status, wherein the transmission control protocol module of the standby board refreshes, according to the differences, to the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet.

10. The backup device for a TCP connection according to claim 7, wherein the second backup unit comprises:

- a second sending module, configured to send, to the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, a difference between the transmission control protocol status generated according to the processing result of the first input packet and a previous socket status.
transmission control protocol status generated according to the processing result of the first output packet and a previous transmission control protocol status, and a difference between the socket status generated according to the processing result of the first output packet and a previous socket status, wherein the transmission control protocol module of the standby board refreshes, according to the differences, to the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first output packet.

10. The backup device for a TCP connection according to claim 7, 8, or 9, wherein the active board further comprises:

a second receiving unit, configured to receive a confirmation message returned by the transmission control protocol module of the standby board after the transmission control protocol status and the socket status that are generated according to the processing result of the first input packet are backed up to the transmission control protocol module of the standby board, wherein the first sending unit is configured to send the second input packet to the application module after the confirmation message is received.

11. The backup device for a TCP connection according to claim 10, wherein after the transmission control protocol module of the standby board returns the confirmation message, the transmission control protocol module of the standby board sends, to an application module of the standby board, cached uplink data in the socket status that has been refreshed.

12. The backup device for a TCP connection according to claim 7, 8, or 9, wherein a sending container of the active board caches the second input packet obtained by means of processing the first input packet by the transmission control protocol module and a second output packet obtained by means of processing the first output packet by the transmission control protocol module, and before the backup process is performed, the process further comprises:

sending, by the active board, the second input packet in the sending container to an application module of the active board, breaking a connection between the sending container and the transmission control protocol module, and notifying the application module of the active board of delimitation beginning in a receiving direction; processing, by the application module of the active board, the received second input packet; after accomplishing processing the second input packet, notifying, by the application module of the active board, the transmission control protocol module of a socket status delimitation beginning message in a sending direction, and backing up a status of the application module of the active board to the application module of the standby board; after receiving the socket status delimitation beginning message in the sending direction, breaking, by the transmission control protocol module of the active board, a connection between a receiving container and the transmission control protocol module, wherein the receiving container caches the first input packet and the first output packet that is obtained by means of processing the second input packet by the application module; backing up, by the active board, the socket status and the transmission control protocol status to the standby board; and restoring the connection between the receiving container and the transmission control protocol module, and restoring the connection between the receiving container and the transmission control protocol module.
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A receiving container receives a first input packet sent from a network

A TCP module of an active board processes the first input packet, and generates a new TCP status and a new socket status

Back up to a TCP module of a standby board, a difference between the new TCP status and a previous TCP status, and a difference between the new socket status and a previous socket status

After receiving the differences, the TCP module of the standby board refreshes statuses of the TCP module of the standby board, and returns a confirmation message to the TCP module of the active board

After receiving the confirmation message, the TCP module of the active board sends, through a sending container, a second input packet that has been processed by the TCP module of the active board to an application module of the active board

The application module of the active board processes the second input packet, and sends a generated first output packet to the receiving container

The TCP module processes the first output packet, and generates a new TCP status and a new socket status

Back up the differences between the new TCP status and the new socket status and a previous TCP status and socket status to the TCP module of the standby board

After receiving the differences, the TCP module of the standby board refreshes statuses of the TCP module of the standby board, and returns a confirmation message to the TCP module of the active board

Send a second output packet generated by means of processing the first output packet
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Send a packet in a sending container to an application module of an active board, and break a connection between the sending container and a TCP module of the active board, and notify the application module of the active board of a socket status delimitation beginning message in a receiving direction.

The application module of the active board processes the packet sent by the sending container.

The application module of the active board notifies the TCP module of the active board of a socket status delimitation beginning message in a sending direction, and backs up a status of the application module of the active board to an application module of a standby board.

After receiving the socket status delimitation beginning message in a sending direction, the TCP module breaks a connection between a receiving container and the TCP module of the active board.

The active board backs up a socket status and a TCP status to the standby board.

Restore the connection between the sending container and the TCP module of the active board, and restore the connection between the receiving container and the TCP module of the active board.
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